
 

 

                              

 

The University of Missouri-Kansas City  

CONFIDENTIALITY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

This acknowledgement is between The Curators of the University of Missouri on behalf of the University of Missouri-Kansas City and you.  As a 
faculty or staff member, consultant, volunteer or student at the University, you have learned of, or had access to, certain Confidential Information 
owned by the University or received by the University from third parties.  The University engages in pursuits and activities in fields that are 
specialized and highly competitive, and it is likely to suffer irreparable harm if you make any unauthorized use or disclosure of such Confidential 
Information. 

This agreement further describes what Confidential Information is and what your responsibilities are.  Confidential Information includes any valuable 
or sensitive information, whether oral or written, that not generally available to the general public (or capable of ascertainment without specialized 
knowledge or skill), which you learned or had access to from or at the University, either before or after the date of this Confidentiality 
Acknowledgement.  Confidential Information includes, but is not limited to any of the University’s scientific or technological innovations, know-
how, invention disclosures, unpublished patent applications, concepts, designs, processes, specifications, schematics, equipment, processing, 
techniques, technical information, drawings, diagrams, software (including source code), hardware, control systems, research, test results, manuals, 
trade secrets, commercialization studies, market studies, business plans, and all non-public patent prosecution information.   Confidential Information 
also includes (1) student or personnel information, for example employment records, social security numbers, grades or other personally identifiable 
student information, performance evaluations, disciplinary actions, etc.; (2) patient information--medical records, physician-patient conversations, 
admittance information, patient/member financial information, or other personally identifiable health information, etc.; (3) third party information—
information protected by non-disclosure agreements or other contractual obligations.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Confidential Information shall 
not include information which you can prove by clear and convincing evidence that: (i) it was in the public domain at the time of disclosure to you; 
(ii) later became part of the public domain through no act or omission or breach of this Confidentiality Acknowledgement by you; (iii) was lawfully 
disclosed to you by a third party having the right to make such disclosure and without restriction, either express or implied on its disclosure; (iv) was 
already known by you at the time of disclosure as documented by written records or other documentation; (v) was independently developed by you 
without the aid, use or application of Confidential Information received from the University and such independent development can be properly 
demonstrated by you through written records or other documentation. 

Although the University’s mission includes the discovery and the dissemination of knowledge through scholarly publication, those rights are not 
unlimited.  Confidential Information is protected by law and by University policies (see, e.g., Collected Rules and Regulations, §100.020 and 
§110.005, and Business Policy Manual, §108).  The intent of these laws and policies is to assure that Confidential Information is used only as 
necessary to accomplish the organization’s mission. You are required to conduct yourself in strict accordance with applicable laws and University 
policies regarding Confidential Information.  You accepted these laws and policies by accepting University employment, they formed a part of the 
terms and conditions of your employment, and they continue to apply after termination of your employment.   

Among other things, in consideration of your employment and/or the right to access the Confidential Information, you have agreed and hereby 
reaffirm that you have no right or ownership interest in any Confidential Information and that you will:  (1) only access Confidential Information 
which you need to know as part of your assigned duties; (2) use the Confidential Information only for the proposes in which the University 
authorizes; (3) not divulge, copy, release, sell, loan, retain any Confidential Information during or after your employment, except as properly 
authorized by the University; (4) return or destroy any Confidential Information in your personal possession or control at termination of employment; 
(5) safeguard and prevent disclosure of your password and/or access code or any other authorization that enables access to Confidential Information; 
(6) report activities to your supervisor that you suspect may compromise the confidentiality of any Confidential Information; and (7) be responsible 
for your misuse, careless or wrongful disclosure or misuse of Confidential Information, even when you are no longer affiliated with the University.  
You understand that the forgoing obligations will remain in effect even after your affiliation with the University ceases. 

You understand and agree that any violation of the responsibilities explained in this Agreement will subject me to discipline, possible termination of 
employment or legal liability.  You further understand and agree that your privileges hereunder are subject to periodic review, revision and, if 
appropriate, renewal and that the University may revoke your access code, other authorization or access to Confidential Information at any time. 

 

_____________________________________________    _______________________ 

Faculty/Staff/Consultant/Student/Volunteer Signature     Date 

 

________________________________________    

Printed Name 

 
 


